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WE EXPECT TO
SEE A 5% TO 7%
INCREASE IN
THREE AND FOUR
BED SEMIS IN 2021

THE
LIMERICK
MARKET
Limerick is the mid-west capital and Ireland’s third
largest city with population of over 191,809 and is
ideally located just 25 kilometres from Shannon
International Airport.
The treaty city has attracted
major international companies
including Northern Trust,
Nordic Aviation, Johnson &
Johnson, Regeneron, and
Cook Medical Devices to name
a few and is also home to
three prestigious third level
academic institutions.

2020 presented a challenging
year for the property sector
nationwide. However, the
Limerick residential property
market proved to be resilient
with buyers rethinking their
living and working lifestyle
and ultimately relocating to
Limerick.

With all of the above in mind,
it is no surprise that the
residential property market
of Limerick is a vibrant one
and one that will continue to
experience growth.

With COVID-19 supports in
place for a large proportion
of the workforce, middle to
high income earners remain
relatively less affected. And in
contrast to earlier predictions,
buyer sentiment remains
strong which is evident
in the record high level of
mortgage approvals recorded
in November 2020.
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The revolution in remote working,
which has caused a strong demand
from people returning to Limerick
from all over the country, and even
from abroad

An interesting shift
since COVID-19 is the
return of buyers to
Limerick from Dublin

House prices in Limerick
are expected to rise by
between 5% and 7% in 2021

An interesting shift since COVID-19 is
the return of buyers to Limerick from
Dublin and other major international
cities. With the increase in shift
toward remote working, these
buyers are now seeing Limerick as
a city offering better lifestyle with
more affordable housing and a good
selection of schools and colleges
available.
House prices in Limerick are
expected to rise by at least 5% in 2021
due to record lows in supply across
the city and county. Availability of
property has fallen to its lowest levels
since 2006, pushing up the cost of
second-hand homes throughout the
city, suburbs, and county.

In 2020 new homes
accounted for 16% of the
1,330 houses sold in Limerick
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It is an ideal
time for vendors,
with low supply and
a significant drop in
the time taken for
properties to
go sale agreed.

“We expect to see a 5% to 7% increase in three and
four bed semis throughout the coming year – we are
already seeing this with good second-hand houses
attracting multiple bidders.”
Michael O’Connor, MD
November was a record
month for mortgage approvals
nationally and this is reflected
in the local market. There are
a lot of determined buyers
and anyone selling suitable
properties can be assured the
demand is there.

Strong demand is very evident
for three and four-bed semis
in all major suburbs, especially
Raheen, Dooradoyle, Corbally,
Ennis Road, Castletroy and
Annacotty. And we anticipate
a knock-on effect further out
of the city where the lack of
supply in the suburbs will
prompt an increased demand
in places like Murroe, Newport,
Castleconnell, Clarina, Kildimo,
Croom and Adare.
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Limerick County
Second Hand Properties - January 2021
TYPE OF
HOUSE

TYPE OF HOUSE

% VARIABLE
2020 TO 2021

+6.06%
+6.06%
+5.26%
+5.26%
+6.06%
+6.06%
+5.26%
+5.26%
+7.69%
+7.69%
+6.67%
+6.67%
+6.00%
+6.00%

+7.81%
+7.81%
+5.56%
+5.56%

Average Price € - 2020
Average Price € - 2021

165,000
175,000

Limerick City
Second Hand Properties - January 2021
TYPE OF
HOUSE

TYPE OF HOUSE

% VARIABLE
2020 TO 2021

+6.25%

190,000
200,000

+8.57%
+7.41%
+7.41%

330,000
350,000
380,000
400,000
130,000
140,000
150,000
160,000
250,000
265,000
320,000
345,000
90,000
95,000

+7.27%
+7.27%

110,000
118,000

+7.14%
+7.14%

280,000
300,000

+6.06%
+6.06%

O’Connor Murphy anticipates steady growth in the prices of every
variety of accommodation, from small one and two-bed apartments
to regular three and four-bed semis, all the way up to five-bed
detached houses in more rural settings.

330,000
350,000

+6.67%
+5.56%

160,000
170,000
175,000
190,000
270,000
290,000
300,000
320,000
360,000
380,000
470,000
490,000

+4.26%
+5.26%
+6.82%
+6.00%
+6.00%
+6.67%

190,000
200,000
220,000
235,000
250,000
265,000
300,000
320,000

+7.27%

110,000
118,000

+7.41%
+7.41%

135,000
145,000

+5.33%
+5.56%
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Average Price € - 2020
Average Price € - 2021

375,000
395,000
395,000
475,000
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SUMMARY
Overall, supply is at its lowest since August 2006
which is leading to price increases in both new and
second-hand homes.
The strengths of key
international employers in the
region are also a contributing
factor for price increases. The
market has several influencing
factors such as the revolution
in remote working, which has
caused a strong demand from
people returning to Limerick
from all over the country,
and even from abroad. There
is also demand from the
enhanced spending power
of middle to high income
workers at companies such as
Regeneron Pharmaceuticals,
which are constantly growing.
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And the Help to Buy incentive
for first time buyers is also
proving popular for properties
under €500,000. In 2020, 210
– or 16% – of the 1,330 houses
sold in Limerick were new
homes but with the COVID19-related slowdown in the
building industry, that is likely
to be a contributing factor in
the lack of supply.
All in all, demand for new
and second-hand homes far
exceeds supply.

Limerick

Cork

Dublin

Hibernian House,
Henry Street,
Limerick
Phone 061 279 300

Phoenix House,
Monahan Road,
Cork
Phone 021 242 8938

14 Fitzwilliam Square East,
Dublin
Phone 01 567 6979

www.oconnormurphy.ie
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